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Background
In 2009, Lidegaard et al.1 published findings in the British Medical Journal, derived from a Danish retrospective cohort study of the risk of venous thromboembolism (VTE) associated with the use of combined oral contraceptives (COCs). Their analysis was based on data derived from national health registries, and they concluded that “oral contraceptives with desogestrel, gestodene, or drospirenone were associated with a significantly higher risk of VTE than oral contraceptives with levonorgestrel”. That report has previously been reviewed in this Journal2 and at an international workshop.3

Subsequently, because of methodological limitations in the Danish study, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) requested a re-analysis. The conduct of the re-analysis was overseen by an independent three-member steering committee [KJ Rothman (Chairman), FE Skjeldestad (nominated by Lidegaard, and a co-author of the published re-analysis)4 and S Shapiro (nominated by Bayer Schering, and a co-author of this commentary)].

The results of the Danish re-analysis will be viewed by its authors, by the public, and presumably by some specialists as well, than the original estimates. A difficulty, however, is that several numbers reported in the publication differ from those mentioned in the re-analysis submitted to EMA (one example is given below).

Since the mid-1990s there has been heated debate regarding the risk of VTE associated with the use of different progestogens, and those who have followed the discussion can only note with concern its confrontational and increasingly sharp tone, which, unfortunately, is also reflected in the published responses to the re-analysis,4–7 and more particularly in the authors’ replies.8 9

The heat of the debate may have something to do with the massive number of pending claims for compensation filed against the manufacturers in the USA by users of newer COCs. The potential sums involved could cover the annual budget of a small country. The scientists involved are being subjected to pressure from the media, from the plaintiffs and their attorneys, as well as from the affected manufacturers. In this atmosphere, nearly everyone – ourselves included – is confronted with insinuations of a conflict of interest. And the effects of a debate conducted in such a highly publicised, polemical, and ad hominem manner can be devastating. In the course of the ‘pill scare’ of the mid-1990s, for example, the use of all oral contraceptives declined, and there was a substantial increase in the incidence of abortions.10 Here we wish, if possible, to avoid unnecessary escalation, and to confine ourselves to a consideration of relevant facts and methodological concerns.

The results of the Danish re-analysis will be viewed by its authors, by the public, and presumably by some specialists as well,
as evidence of progestogen-related differences among COCs with regard to the risk of VTE. We question this view for a number of reasons. Below, in addressing the question of whether the re-analysis shows sufficient evidence for differential effects of progestogens on the risk of VTE, we limit ourselves to three areas of concern.

Relevance and presentation of different analyses
One important objective of the Danish re-analysis was to account for bias due to different times and durations of market availability of different progestogens, particularly drospirenone (DRSP) and levonorgestrel (LNG). The use of DRSP could only have commenced in 2001, the year in which it was introduced in Denmark. By contrast, LNG was introduced decades before the Danish registry of Medicinal Products was established in 1994. For symmetry, the analysis should therefore have excluded women whose use of LNG commenced before 2001: in this subgroup VTE-susceptible subjects could have been depleted. It is important to note that this susceptibility reflects not only genetic risk, but also long-standing predisposing conditions such as obesity or family history, risks associated with lifestyle, working conditions and personal circumstances.

For these reasons it was stipulated, in advance, that a comparison of women who had never previously used a COC (first-time users) and who also started COC use during the same time interval (i.e. not before 2001) would be the most valid comparison, provided sufficiently large cohorts could be accrued and compared. This goal was partially acknowledged in the report submitted to the EMA.

The focus on first-time use (or at least, the best approximation to it: for example, women who had not used a COC before 2001 according to the information available in the registry being designated as starters) becomes even more important in view of the limited validity of data, and of various sources of bias and confounding considered below. It is likely that correctly specified starter cohorts of COC users, in each of which new and established progestogens are in use, would be more similar with regard to the prevalence of prognostic factors compared to non-starters. Therefore, a lack of information on relevant prognostic factors would probably have less impact on the risk estimates. In addition, bias caused by the limited validity of information on outcomes and exposure (see below) would probably be less marked in this setting.

In line with these requirements, in one analysis submitted to the steering committee, women who first used a COC from 2001 onwards, and who were not recorded in the Danish registry as having used any COC before between 1995 (the registry was initiated in 1994) and 2001, were compared. Among DRSP and LNG users there were 60 and 11 confirmed cases of VTE (Table 16 of Analysis 3 in the EMA report), and the adjusted relative risk was 1.0 [upper 95% confidence limit approximately 2 (our calculation)]. The number of events was not large, but a ratio of 2 between the relative risk and its upper 95% confidence limit was still statistically meaningful, and it did not suggest a difference. Surprisingly, the results of this analysis, specified and agreed to a priori, were not reported in the published re-analysis. That finding should have been communicated and discussed, so that readers could have come to their own conclusions.7

Validity of data
(1) The independent audit requested by the steering committee revealed, among other things, a lack of the following: a formal a priori statistical analysis plan; standard operating procedures; quality control of statistical programming; and documentation of programming and analyses. Transparency and traceability of the analyses, an important standard for clinical and epidemiological studies of regulatory relevance, was not met in the re-analysis.

(2) The analysis and re-analysis of the compared cohorts in the Danish Cohort Study were based on incidence rates of VTE associated with the use of COCs containing different progestogens. For this purpose the number of VTEs for each COC cohort was needed, and the validity of the study was crucially dependent on the validity of that information.

Data on VTE were obtained from the Danish registry of patients. In the original publication1 the investigators estimated that 10% of the diagnoses “were uncertain”. It was difficult to reconcile this estimate with the results of another Danish Cohort Study of cases of VTE over the age of 50 years, conducted by Severinsen and her colleagues.11–13 In her study, a review of medical records revealed that the registry diagnoses of VTE were incorrect in 25% of cases diagnosed in hospital wards, and in 69% of cases diagnosed in emergency departments; the latter cases constituted 41% of the total.

The principal investigator informed the steering committee that (a) VTE diagnoses from emergency departments were not used and (b) that the remaining difference between the studies could be explained by the age difference of the study populations. In addition, a complete chart review to establish false-positive as well as false-negative diagnoses in the registry was not possible due to Danish legislation. The steering committee therefore requested that the proportion of false-positive cases should be estimated, based on a sample of 200 registry-recorded diagnoses of VTE. When this was done, in line with the results of Severinsen’s study, the validation study showed that 26% of the registry-recorded diagnoses, not 10% as previously claimed, were false-positives. Consequently, in order to reduce the impact of false-positive diagnoses it was agreed that a ‘confirmed’ diagnosis would be defined as a woman with registry-recorded VTE who received anticoagulants for at least 4 weeks; for that definition the proportion of false-positives was small. However, the information on VTE in the study was still inaccurate.
First, the exclusion of emergency room diagnoses and the exclusion of hospital ward diagnoses without registry-documented anticoagulatory treatment of 4 weeks led to under-ascertainment of VTE. Second, there was disproportionate exclusion of potential VTE cases among the compared cohorts, as shown by the ratio of confirmed to unconfirmed diagnoses of VTE. Based on data in Table 3 of the re-analysis publication the ratio was 1.2 for non-users of COCs, 2.8 for users of COCs with LNG plus 30–40 µg ethinylestradiol (EE), and 5.1 for COCs with desogestrel plus 30–40 µg EE (the highest value). Thus it is likely that knowledge of the exposure influenced the diagnosis of VTE, and its treatment with anticoagulants, and the markedly different ratios make it likely that there was substantial bias.

It is also striking that the numbers in the published re-analysis4 are not the same as the numbers reported to the EMA. In Table 3 of the publication4 the ratios of confirmed to unconfirmed diagnoses for DRSP- and LNG-containing preparations were almost identical (DRSP 2.8 and LNG 2.8). Yet in Table 10 of the EMA report, although the number of VTEs was the same, the ratios differed markedly: 1.5 for DRSP and 0.4 for LNG. The differences indicate the potential for substantial bias in making the diagnosis of VTE, conditional on the specific COC used; and the differences between the data in the publication and in the EMA report illustrate the lack of adequate quality assurance. Overall the definition of VTE was unreliable.

(3) To ensure valid comparisons of different COCs precise information on the timing and duration of use for each of the compared cohorts was essential. It has been well established in multiple studies14–18 that the use of progestogen/estrogen combinations (for hormone replacement therapy as well as oral contraception) is associated with a high increase in the risk of VTE during the first months after starting or restarting use, and that with continued use the risk declines. For a valid comparison of risk across different COC groups exact information on starting and stopping dates was needed. However, this information was not available in the Danish registry. Having a prescription filled did not mean that the product was actually taken; alternatively, some women may have commenced use weeks or months after the filling the prescription because they first wanted to use up their old prescriptions. Hence, the duration of exposure at the time of VTE cannot be verified based solely on the registry data.

In the original publication1 only DRSP-containing COCs showed a substantial ‘early use effect’, whereas LNG-containing preparations did not. In addition, the overall ‘early use effect’ for COCs was much less pronounced in the original analysis, as compared with what has been published in the literature, and in an earlier case-control study,19 also based on VTE diagnoses from the Danish health register. That study, however, did not rely on registry-recorded COC use, but on information provided by the patients themselves.

In the re-analysis the investigators stipulated rules based on several assumptions, in order to minimise the impact of the lack of precise exposure information. Using these rules a moderate ‘early use effect’ could be demonstrated for LNG, but surprisingly, at the same time the ‘early use effect’, previously present in DRSP users,1 had now disappeared. This striking change raises doubts about the validity of the assumptions made in the re-analysis. The strong likelihood is that the rules and imputations were not a useful substitute for the missing information. It is doubtful whether an analysis that fails to show the typical duration-related pattern of VTE risk associated with COC use can be considered to be a reliable source for identifying differences in risks of low magnitude, and close to the resolving power of the ‘epidemiological microscope’ discrimination among bias, confounding and causation is virtually impossible.20 21

Risk profiles of COC user cohorts

In clinical practice, age, body mass index (BMI) and family history of VTE are important determinants of VTE risk;18 22 it is likely that they are also determinants of COC use, as well as determinants of the particular COC used. In the Danish database there was no information on BMI or family history of VTE. The principal investigator acknowledged the important role of these factors in general, and pointed out, correctly, that a risk factor is not necessarily a confounder.15 However, his statement that so far no study has demonstrated “any confounding influence from BMI”19 is not correct.

The European Active Surveillance (EURAS) study17 23 showed that obesity was more common among users of DRSP-containing COCs compared to users of LNG-containing COCs. Overall, the prevalence of obesity among DRSP users was 1.6 and 1.8-fold higher compared to users of LNG and other progestogens, respectively. This is not surprising as weight gain is a common concern among users of oral contraceptives, and the antimineralocorticoid effect of DRSP counteracts water retention induced by EE. The EURAS analyses also identified more than additive effects of age and BMI (interaction). Overall, adjustment for age, BMI, duration of current use, family history of VTE and the interaction between age and BMI reduced the VTE relative risk by 27%, as compared with an analysis that adjusted only for age.

In the Danish study the age differences between the cohorts were more pronounced than in the EURAS study:17 fully 74.2% of the DRSP users were 15–29 years of age, whereas the majority (57.4%) of the LNG users were 30–49 years old. This striking difference adds to the concern that adjustment for confounding,
based on data with missing information on major confounders, cannot compensate for differences between these obviously different user populations. It is conceivable, even likely, that adjustment for BMI, age/BMI interaction, family history of VTE, and duration of current COC use (with exact data) would have had an even stronger impact on the risk estimates than in the EURAS study.

Finally, the main emphasis in the re-analysis, as submitted to the EMA, and as published, was placed on comparisons of users of DRSP who could not have commenced use before 2001, with users of LNG who could have commenced use as early as 1994, or earlier, before the Danish registry existed. In a properly designed cohort study contemporaneous time intervals need to be compared in order to minimise bias and confounding, and the analyses based on non-contemporaneous intervals were not valid.

Conclusions
To sum up: the basic information needed for the comparison of VTE risk across cohorts, which includes the number of events, overall exposure and time pattern of exposure, was not valid. In addition, the re-analysis lacked transparency. The manner in which the analyses were conducted was inadequate, as were the measures to ensure adequate quality control. Adjustment for major potential confounders was not possible because of missing data.

The study population was massive, involving millions of women, and the reported confidence intervals (CIs) around the relative risk estimates were narrow. However, confidence limits only allow for random variation. They do not allow for systematic errors due to bias or confounding. If bias or confounding is present, as in the Danish analysis, and re-analysis, it can readily overwhelm any statistical variation, and the CIs were misleading.

We conclude that the best evidence continues to suggest that the increased risk of VTE among COC users is a class effect. In the Danish data an analysis confined to women who used COCs for the first time from 2001 onward did not support any differential effects of progestogens. Surprisingly, this information was neither presented nor discussed in the published re-analysis. Any potential differences, if they exist at all, are probably beyond the resolving power of the ‘epidemiological microscope’.
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